incorrect tests of the homogeneity and symmetry hypotheses, and is unnecessary when homogeneity restrictions are imposed.
First, we show how deflation of prices and income occurs in the Rotterdam model. The relative price version of the Rotterdam model (Theil 1975, p. 27) can be specified as (1) w,dlog q, = 0, (dlog m -% Wkdhw) + X,uv(dlogpj -~kOk dlotgpJ, where the subscripts i and j indicate products (i, j= l,..., n); p, q, and w denote price, quantity, and budget share, respectively; m = Zipiqi (i.e., total expenditure or income); 6j = P,(@J~m) (marginal propensity to consume); and vi] = (Alm)p,u'lp,, where A is the Lagrangian multiplier, and z.@ is the i,jth element of the inverse of the Hessian. The time subscripts are omitted for simplicity.
Note that the income and price variables in the relative price version of the Rotterdam model are deflated by the Divisia price index (~~wkdlogpJ and the Frisch price index (~~f3~dlogpJ, respectively. In other words, real income and price variables are used in the relative price version of the Rotterdam model. In this specification of the Rotterdam model, homogeneity is imposed and not testable, provided the data are constructed so as to satisfy the adding-up condition as is commonly practiced; in this case, real income, dlog m -2, Wk dlog pk, is replaced by dlog Q =~, w, dlog q,, and X, 0, = 1. It should also be noted that Rotterdam model (1) is not identified unless the V,js are restricted in some manner (Theil 1971, pp. 579-80) .
A version of the Rotterdam model that allows for testing homogeneity is the absolute price version of the Rotterdam model which can be derived from (1) as follows: (2) w,dlog qi = tILdlogQ +~,~Udlog P,,
where ITti= u,] -$8if3, (the Slutsky coefficient of the Rotterdam model), and $ is a factor of proportionality (Theil 1975, pp. 47-48) . Note that adding up requires Z{ (3,= 1, and Z, mu= O; homogeneity requires~J~lj = O; and symmetry requires IT,j= Tj,.
Homogeneity is also known as absence of money illusion. That is, if all prices and income double (or increase proportionally), demand for each product is unchanged; i.e., only relative prices matter. One way to impose homogeneity in Marshallian demand specifications is to divide or deflate all prices and income by one of the products' pricesay the price for product n (i.e., p,lp. and ml p,,). In Hicksian or compensated demand specifications, like the Rotterdam model, we only need to deflate prices (i.e., pi/p,,); in the log differences of the Rotterdam model, homogeneity can thus be imposed by dlog pi -dog p,,, where i = 1, . . . . n -1. Of course, this way of imposing homogeneity would be equivalent to imposing Zj Tti = O.
Is it necessary to deflate prices by the CPI in the paper in question? Presumably this deflation of mites was done to make Prices When price variables are deflated by the CPI in equation (2) above, as described in equation (5) of Onianwa's study, the above model becomes where dlog CPZ = log(CPZ,/CPZ,-,), and~i = -z, Tqs Equation (3) shows that deflation of prices by the CPI in the Rotterdam model is equivalent to adding the term~, dlog CPZ to equation (2) under the restriction that~, = -z, T,,. For testing homogeneity, or homogeneity and symmetry, the additional term~i dlog CPl in equation (3) creates a problem. Namely, homogeneity (homogeneity and symmetry) is a test of restrictions ZJ T,J = O (Zj n~= O, and zr,J= IT,,)in Rotterdam model (2), not in the ad hoc specification defined as model (3). That is, the unrestricted model is (2), not (3); and the restricted model is (2), or redundantly (3), with~, m,j = O imposed. The addition of the term 13i dlog CPZ can be expected to change the likelihood value of the unrestricted model, and perhaps may alter one's conclusions regarding the tests for homogeneity and symmetry hypotheses. 
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